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A novel technique for identifying defects in carbon fibre reinforced plates has been developed. Firstly, modal 

analysis by impact excitation was performed to obtain the first five resonant frequencies for three defect-free and 

three defective specimens with in-plane fibre waviness. Then amplitude-fluctuation electronic speckle pattern 

interferometry (AF-ESPI) was used to obtain the mode shapes at these frequencies. The contours of the nodal re- 

gions visible in the mode shapes were extracted using a specially-developed algorithm employing density-based 

spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN). Fourier descriptors, that are invariant to rotations, trans- 

lations, and scaling, were used to decompose the contours to reduce data dimensionality and make comparisons. 

The differences in contours between the two sets of specimens showed that the 4th and 5th mode shapes can be 

used for identifying the presence of the waviness defects. This technique for nodal region comparison was found 

to greatly simplify the comparison of fringe patterns for the purpose of damage assessment and could potentially 

be used as part of validation procedures. 
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. Introduction 

Carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) is a promising material that

an provide superior stiffness and strength combined with low weight

nd is thus widely used in the aerospace industry. However, the misori-

ntation of fibres in composite components, referred to as fibre wavi-

ess, can reduce the service life of composite components. Numerous

nvestigations have focused on the reduction of mechanical properties

aused by fibre waviness, as reviewed in [1] , but little experimental re-

earch has explored its effect on the vibration behaviour of composites.

Studies have shown that natural frequencies and vibration modes of

nidirectional CFRP laminates change with different fibre orientations,

.g. 0°, 45° and 90°, and that the change in the stiffness of the laminates

as the main cause [2] . Similar findings in [3] showed a reduction in

esonant frequencies of the first two modes for laminates made of glass

bre reinforced polymers, due to an increase in fibre orientation from

° to 90°, when six fibre orientations were investigated: 0°, 30°, 45°,

0° and 90°. These findings consider the effects of specific fibre orienta-

ions, but fibres with random alignments, such as when fibre waviness

s present, have not been experimentally studied. The most recent work

onducted to investigate the effect of fibre waviness on vibration be-

aviour was in [4] , where using analytical and numerical methods, it

as found that fibre waviness caused a reduction in resonant frequencies

or certain modes. This effect was predicted to be more significant if the
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aviness defect occurred in the plies that contributed more stiffness to

he laminate. They also found that bending modes are more susceptible

o waviness defects that occurred in the 0° ply. However, whether the

ode shapes of CFRP components would be affected by fibre waviness

as not been explored by any subsequent research. 

Electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) is a non-destructive

nd full-field measurement technique that can be used to measure small

isplacements with a high spatial resolution [5] . The high spatial reso-

ution enables the technique to measure the vibration mode shapes of

aterials in real time. Time-averaged ESPI has been used to obtain mode

hapes of a vibrating plate, which were compared with results from an-

lytical methods and showed good agreement, but the authors noticed a

ecrease in contrast for some fringes [6] . Both the visibility and spatial

esolution of the fringe pattern can be significantly improved when us-

ng amplitude-fluctuation electronic speckle pattern interferometry (AF-

SPI). The quality of fringe patterns can be further improved by also us-

ng radial basis functions as a pre-filtering method to remove noise [7] .

F-ESPI has been used to identify pre-cut square and circular defects in

omposite plates based on changes in mode shapes, with the effects of

he defects being more visible in the fringe patterns for higher modes

8] . Interfacial cracks can also be detected using AF-ESPI by comparing

he fringe patterns of specimens with and without defects [9] . Whilst

hese studies could identify defects by comparing fringe patterns for

efective and non-defective specimens, these comparisons were made
, UK. 
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Fig. 1. An aluminium former for creating localised fibre waviness (left), the top surface of a defective specimen with in-plane waviness in the top ply (middle), and 

the bottom side (right). The 0° fibres were aligned along the length of the laminate. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram showing the excitation positions for the impact and shaker, 

accelerometer location and clamped region of each specimen. 
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ualitatively. In order to make quantified comparisons, this study intro-

uces a novel image processing technique that combines the density-

ased spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm

nd contour decomposition using Fourier descriptors. This was used to

uantify the difference between the nodal regions of mode shapes and

hus identify the presence of fibre-waviness defects. 

. Experimental methods 

.1. Specimen preparation 

Carbon fibre reinforced cross-ply laminates, with a stacking sequence

f [0 2 /90 2 /0 2 /90 2 ] s , were manufactured using unidirectional prepreg

RP542-4UT300, PRF, UK). Three defect-free specimens were first man-

factured to serve as a benchmark set. Three defective composite spec-

mens were then manufactured using the method described in [10] to

nduce a band of in-plane fibre waviness across the width of the lami-

ates. For simplicity, the term “waviness ” in the following text refers to

n-plane fibre waviness. The waviness defects were formed using a spe-

ial aluminium former, as shown in Fig. 1 left. Each ply was laid on top

f the former in the predetermined stacking sequence to create a lam-

nate. The V-shaped laminate was then removed from the former and

attened by hand. The fibres in the top ply, at the tip of the V-shape,

uckled to compensate for the length difference between the top ply

nd the bottom ply after the laminate had been flattened. This created

 localised band of in-plane waviness at the middle of each specimen on

he top ply, as shown in Fig. 1 middle. 

The laminates were cured in a hot press (APV-2525, Meyer, Ger-

any), by heating them up to 120 °C from room temperature (23 °C),

t a heating rate of 1 °C/min. After heating, they were held at 120 °C

or 1 h. The hot press pressure was set to 2.5 bar during heating, curing

nd cooling. Once the laminates were cured, the hot press was left to

aturally cool to room temperature. After removal from the hot press,

ach specimen was cut using a wet diamond saw (Versatile 103450, Vit-

ex, USA) to a size of 150 mm by 100 mm. The average thickness of the

pecimens was 3.72 mm. A typical defective specimen is shown in Fig. 1 ,

ith one side having in-plane fibre waviness in the top ply and the bot-

om ply containing no waviness. The top surface of each specimen was

hen sprayed with a layer of white powder (D-70, Mel-L-Chek, USA) to

revent specular reflections during the AF-ESPI testing. 
2 
.2. Modal analysis by impact excitation 

Modal analysis by impact excitation was performed on each speci-

en to find its resonant frequencies. Each specimen was impacted by a

ammer (PCB, 086B01, USA) at one point and the response was mea-

ured at another point by an accelerometer (PCB, 352C22, USA). The

mpact and measurement points were determined after a few pre-tests

o make sure that clear peaks in the frequency response function (FRF)

urve were observed. The selected points are shown in Fig. 2 . Each spec-

men being tested was clamped by a vice and attached to a stinger. The

ice was attached to an optical table and the stinger was connected to

 shaker (Labworks, ET-132, USA). The impact-based modal analysis

as performed on the specimens whilst the shaker was turned off. For

he defective specimens, the non-wavy side was selected to attach the
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the AF-ESPI and modal analysis set-ups. 
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ccelerometer and the stinger, this side was also the side impacted by

he hammer. The accelerometer output was recorded by a data acquisi-

ion system (National Instruments, NI 9234, USA) with a USB adaptor

National Instruments, NI USB-9162, USA). The acquired data was then

rocessed by a commercial software (M + P International, Germany) on a

aptop to calculate the frequency response functions and obtain the first

ve resonant frequencies for each specimen. The schematic drawing of

he modal analysis by impact excitation is shown in Fig. 3 . 

.3. Modal analysis by shaker excitation combined with AF-ESPI technique

The specimens were excited by a shaker connected by a stinger to

he excitation point. Sine waves provided by a function generator (Ag-

lent, 33220A, USA) were set sequentially to the five resonant frequen-

ies obtained by the impact-based modal analysis for each specimen,

nd the analogue signals were amplified by a power amplifier (Lab-

orks, PA-138, USA) before being transmitted to the shaker. AF-ESPI

as performed on each specimen to obtain the mode shapes while the

haker loaded the specimens at each resonant frequency. The AF-ESPI

et-up is shown in Fig. 3 . Coherent light was provided by a He-Ne laser

Spectra-Physics, 12735, USA), and split into two beams, where one was

 reference beam and the other was an object beam. The object beam

rrived at the specimen and then was reflected. The reflected object

eam together with the reference beam went back to a camera (Intel-
3 
iwave, RS170, USA) generating interference speckle patterns, which

ontained information on the interferometric measurement of surface

isplacements during vibrations at the resonant frequencies. 

Unlike traditional ESPI using video-signal-addition or video-signal-

ubtraction methods, the reference image was not taken when the shaker

as turned off and the specimen was stationary. Instead, for the AF-ESPI

echnique, a reference image was taken at each resonant frequency of

he specimen at one instant during the vibrations, and another image

as taken afterwards at the same frequency and subtracted from the

eference image. The difference between these two image signals was

onverted into a greyscale image using the image processing system (In-

elliwave, v6.7.1, USA), resulting in an interference fringe pattern. 

. Results 

An example of the FRF for one of the specimens is shown in Fig. 4 .

he FRF was obtained by analysing the acquired data from modal anal-

sis by impact excitation. The FRF was divided into a real part and an

maginary part. The first five resonant frequencies were identified as

he peaks of the curve in the imaginary part, which also corresponded

o abrupt changes to the curve in the real part. The first five resonant

requencies for all the specimens are shown in Table 1 . 

Fringe patterns were obtained from the modal analysis combined

ith the AF-ESPI technique when each specimen was excited using
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Fig. 4. Frequency response function of a defect- 

free specimen with top plot showing the real part 

and bottom showing the imaginary part. The first 5 

resonant frequencies are indicated by dashed lines. 

Table 1 

Resonant frequencies of the first five modes obtained from the modal analysis by impact excitation for the three defect-free and 

three defective specimens. 

Specimen Type and No. 1st mode (Hz) 2nd mode (Hz) 3rd mode (Hz) 4th mode (Hz) 5th mode (Hz) 

No defect #1 240 350 1405 1718 2028 

No defect #2 238 355 1425 1725 2024 

No defect #3 238 355 1410 1712 2030 

Defective #1 238 348 1490 1715 2115 

Defective #2 255 375 1558 1725 2123 

Defective #3 255 378 1550 1733 2113 

Mean of no defect 239 353 1413 1718 2027 

Mean of defective 249 367 1533 1724 2088 

Difference between the two means in percent 4.2% 4.0% 8.5% 0.3% 3.0% 
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he shaker, as shown in Fig. 5 , representing the five vibration modes

or all the specimens. The fringe patterns for the defect-free specimens

re shown in the left three columns, while the fringe patterns for the

efective specimens are shown in the right three columns. Each one

f the five rows of the patterns shows the mode shapes from the 1st

ode to the 5th mode respectively. It can be observed that both the

st and the 3rd mode are pure bending modes, both the 2nd and the

th mode are pure twisting modes, and the 4th mode is a mixed mode

f bending and twisting. For the sake of reproducibility of the tests

nd repeatability of the results, the experimental set-ups have been

ismantled and reassembled six times. Modal analysis combined with

he AF-ESPI technique were also performed six times on one defec-

ive specimen and one defect-free specimen to ensure that the resonant

requencies and fringe patterns obtained for the first five modes were

onsistent. 

The extraction process for the contour of the nodal region was per-

ormed by a specially developed algorithm, as shown in Fig. 6 . The orig-

nal fringe pattern is a greyscale image. The largest bright fringe is not

learly separated from the other fringes, therefore the mean image in-

ensity was subtracted from every individual pixel, which is a common

rocedure in the field of computer vision and deep learning to reveal
4 
eatures of interest [11] . The mean-subtracted image was then binarized

y adaptive thresholding. The threshold was set by calculating the mean

ixel intensity within a window of size, s , around each pixel. The value

f each pixel was set to black if its value was lower than the threshold

or its window, otherwise it was set to white. The window size, s was set

o 1/8 of the image width, as suggested in [12] . The binarized image

as then divided into several clusters using the density-based spatial

lustering of applications with noise algorithm (DBSCAN), where each

olour is represented a cluster, as shown in Fig. 6 . Two important pa-

ameters for using the DBSCAN algorithm are the searching radius and

he minimum number of points to be considered as a cluster. The princi-

le of the DBSCAN is to identify three different types of points: the core

oints, which are the minimum number of points within the searching

adius to form a cluster, thus each cluster has the same density; the bor-

er points, which are located at the searching radius of the core points,

ut do not have the minimum number of points in their own searching

adius to form a cluster; and noise points, which are outliers [13] . The

ore points are the interior points of clusters, and the border points are

he boundaries of the clusters. Clusters cannot be combined into a sin-

le cluster if they do not share a core point. The minimum number of

oints to form a cluster was set to the default value of 4, as the data was
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Fig. 5. Electronic fringe patterns obtained using AF-ESPI at the resonant frequencies for the six specimens. Each row shows the fringe patterns corresponding to the 

1st (top) to the 5th (bottom) mode shape. The left three columns of the fringe patterns show the mode shapes for the defect-free specimens, the right three columns 

show the mode shapes for the defective specimens. 
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wo-dimensional [14] . For each point in the binarized image, the 4th

earest point to it was found and the Euclidean distance between them

as calculated as the 4th nearest distance for this point. The searching

adius was determined by calculating the 4th nearest distances for all

he points and sorting the points by ascending order of the 4th nearest

istances, resulting in the curve shown in Fig. 7 . The point at which

he curve starts to significantly increase, referred to as the knee point

f the curve, was identified by finding the location on the curve which

ormed the largest perpendicular distance to a straight line connecting

he start and end point of the curve, as shown in Fig. 7 . The searching

adius was set to the 4th nearest distance corresponding to this knee

oint. The nodal region can then be easily identified as the cluster with

he largest area. The algorithm can automatically select the nodal re-

ions from most of the fringe patterns, except for those of the defect-

ree specimens for the 5th mode. This is because there is a small bright

ringe close to the largest bright fringe with approximately the same

evel of brightness, which was identified as a detached part of the main

odal region. Therefore, the cluster formed from this small fringe for

he 5th mode of the defect-free specimens was manually selected. The

ontour representing the nodal region was extracted as the borderline
f the cluster. 

5 
The comparison of the fringe patterns representing mode shapes was

erformed by comparing the extracted contours of the nodal regions.

he contours for the 1st and the 3rd mode shape of all the specimens

ppear to be largely horizontal lines that lack significant features which

an be used for comparison. Therefore, only the 2nd, 4th and 5th modes

ere selected for comparisons, where the 2nd mode was mainly used as

 benchmark mode. Each contour for the three selected mode shapes

as decomposed into a number of Fourier descriptors. First, the Fourier

pectrum was obtained by applying the discrete Fourier transform to

he complex form of the Cartesian coordinates defining the contour. The

erms in the Fourier spectrum were listed as follows: 

 𝑆 = 

[
𝐹 0 , 𝐹 1 , 𝐹 2 , … , 𝐹 𝐿 −1 

]
(1)

The length of the Fourier spectrum, 𝐿 , was equal to the number of

oints in the coordinate system. The sequence of the terms in the Fourier

pectrum was then rearranged as: 

 𝑆 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑 = 

[ 
𝐹 𝐿 

2 
, … , 𝐹 𝐿 −2 , 𝐹 𝐿 −1 , 𝐹 0 , 𝐹 1 , 𝐹 2 , … , 𝐹 𝐿 

2 −1 

] 
(2)
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Fig. 6. The extraction process of the nodal region from a fringe pattern of the 

2nd mode showing: the original fringe pattern in greyscale (top left); binarised 

fringe pattern (top right); clustered areas after applying the DBSCAN algorithm 

(bottom right); contour extraction (bottom left). 

Fig. 7. The determination of the threshold value for the searching radius when 

forming a cluster. All the points of a contour were sorted based on the 4th nearest 

pairwise Euclidean distance of each point in ascending order and plotted. The 

threshold was identified by finding the largest perpendicular distance from the 

line linking the start and end point of the curve to any point on the curve. 
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Fig. 8. The approach for combining the broken contours of the 5th mode shape 

of a defect free specimen before decomposing using Fourier descriptors (top 

left). The original and reconstructed contours using 10 terms (top right), 90 

terms (bottom left) and 380 terms (bottom right). The contour map was meshed 

into 2500 facets, with the matched facets labelled yellow and mismatched facets 

labelled blue. 
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The Fourier descriptors were calculated from 𝐹 𝑆 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑 using the

quation given in [15] , with the notation modified for clarity as: 

 𝐷 = 

1 ||𝐹 1 || ⋅
[ ||||𝐹 𝑁 2 

||||, … , ||𝐹 𝑁−2 ||, ||𝐹 𝑁−1 ||, ||𝐹 2 ||, ||𝐹 3 ||, … , 
||||𝐹 𝑁 2 −1 

||||
] 

(3)

here 𝐹 𝑖 is the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ term in the Fourier spectrum, 𝑁 is an even number,

epresenting the number of Fourier descriptors, and 𝑁 ≤ 𝐿 . It was not

ossible to reconstruct the contours directly from the Fourier descrip-

ors as they were real valued, which was not an appropriate input for
6 
he inverse discrete Fourier transform. Therefore, when reconstructing a

ontour, the same range in the Fourier spectrum as the Fourier descrip-

ors was used, i.e., the terms from 𝐹 𝑁 
2 

to 𝐹 𝑁 
2 −1 

in the 𝐹 𝑆 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑 . These

erms were converted into the complex form of the Cartesian coordinates

sing the inverse discrete Fourier transform, and the reconstruction was

btained by plotting the real components against the imaginary compo-

ents. 

The contours are all closed curves except for the three 5th mode

odal regions of the defect-free specimens, which each have two sep-

rate contours. Fourier descriptors can only be used to decompose a

losed contour [16] , so two dummy lines were used to link the two sep-

rate contours. The two dummy lines were created by finding the two

earest points, A and B, on the two separate contours, and then the sep-

rate contours were made into a closed one by creating a loop using the

wo dummy lines A-B and B-A. It should be noted that there are no points

etween A and B on the dummy lines. An example of the fixed contour

or the 5th mode is shown in Fig. 8 . The quality of the reconstruction

rom the feature vector varied with the number of terms in the vector.

o evaluate the quality of the reconstruction, each image was meshed

nto 2500 facets, using a facet size equal to 2% of the length of the bi-

ary image. The facets which had both the original and reconstructed

ontours passing through them were considered matched facets, and the

acets through which only the original contour passed through were con-

idered mismatched facets. The percentage of the mismatched facets 𝑃 

as then calculated as follows: 

 = 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑎𝑐 𝑒𝑡𝑠 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑎𝑐 𝑒𝑡𝑠 + 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑎𝑐 𝑒𝑡𝑠 
(4)
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Fig. 9. The diagram showing the relationship between the number of Fourier 

descriptors and the reconstruction quality of the contour shown in Fig. 8 . The 

reconstruction quality is represented by the percentage of mismatched facets. 

The threshold is set to 10% to identify when an acceptable representation is 

attained. 
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6

Fig. 10. The original contour of the 4th mode for a defect free specimen (top 

left). The contour transformed by being: rotated 30° anticlockwise (top right), 

translated towards the bottom right corner vertically and horizontally by 50 

pixels (bottom left), and scaled by shrinking by 50% (bottom right). 
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A criterion of 𝑃 ≤ 10% was used to identify that the reconstruction

as acceptable. For the contour shown in Fig. 8 , the criterion was satis-

ed when 90 terms were used, as shown in Fig. 9 . The reconstructions

sing 10, 90 and 380 terms, respectively are shown in Fig. 8 . Ninety

erms were found to be sufficient to achieve an acceptable reconstruc-

ion for all of the contours, therefore 90 Fourier descriptors were used

or decomposing all of them. 

The Fourier descriptors as calculated using expression (3) are scale

nvariant, rotation invariant and translation invariant when being used

o represent images [17] . This invariance characteristic was verified by

rocessing two contours representing the 2nd and 4th mode shape of

ne defect-free specimen in three ways: firstly, by rotating the contour

y 30° anticlockwise; secondly, by translating the contour down and

o the right by 50 pixels; and thirdly, by rescaling the contour to be

0% of its original size. The original and three new contours of the 4th

ode are shown in Fig. 10 . Each contour was then decomposed into

0 Fourier descriptors to yield feature vectors. The Euclidean distance

etween pairs of these feature vectors was calculated and is shown as a

orrelation matrix in Fig. 11 . Another popular distance metric, known

s the Pearson correlation coefficient, was not selected in this study to

easure the similarities between the feature vectors, due to the fact

hat it measures the linear correlation between any two sets of data.

his means the Pearson correlation coefficient cannot provide enough

ontrast to distinguish between feature vectors when used to generate a

orrelation matrix. 

As shown in Fig. 12 , three correlation matrices were obtained by

omparing the contours of the 2nd, 4th, and 5th vibration mode for the

hree defective specimens and three defect-free specimens. Each value in

he correlation matrices is the Euclidean distance between pairwise fea-

ure vectors. The Euclidean distance between any pair of feature vectors

epresenting defect-free specimens was considered as background noise,

 𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 ; whereas the Euclidean distance between any pair of feature vec-

ors representing defective and defect-free specimens was considered as

esired signals, 𝑒 𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 . Therefore, a ratio 𝑟 𝑖 , analogous to a signal to

oise ratio, was defined as follows: 

 𝑖 = 

𝐸 𝑖 

[
𝑒 𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 

]
𝐸 𝑖 

[
𝑒 𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 

] (5)

here i is the mode number, and the value of i is 2, 4, and 5, respec-

ively; 𝐸 𝑖 refers to the expected value. The ratios calculated from the

orrelation matrices in Fig. 12 are that 𝑟 2 is 1.88, 𝑟 4 is 4.67, and 𝑟 5 is

.14. 
7 
. Discussion 

The effect of in-plane waviness on the resonant frequencies was

ound to vary with different modes. As shown in Table 1 , the differences

etween the mean resonant frequency of the defect-free and defective

pecimens at their 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th mode are less than 5%, and

hat the difference for the 3rd mode is approximately 8%. The potential

eason for this variation is because the fibre waviness was created with

he most misorientated fibres aligned along the 90° fibre direction in the

op ply, as shown in Fig. 1 . This caused a major change in the stiffness

f the defective ply. The difference in the mean resonant frequencies of

he 3rd mode is the highest, which is consistent with the bending modes

eing more sensitive to fibre waviness [4] , and that the AF-ESPI is more

ensitive to defects for higher modes [8] . 

The nodal regions in each of the specimens are similar for the 1st,

nd and 3rd modes, whilst more differences are observed for the 4th

nd 5th modes. This is based on visually inspecting the fringe patterns

n Fig. 5 . The reason for selecting the nodal regions for comparison is

hat they are a key characteristic of a vibrating system, which is affected

y changes in the stiffness of specimens due to the existence of defects

uch as fibre waviness. The procedure for extracting the nodal region is

hown in Fig. 6 , where not only the general shape of the nodal region is

xtracted from the fringe patterns, but also the details of its contour are

cquired. It should be noted that some of the roughness on the contours

esulted from the measurement technique, which caused additional ran-

om electronic speckles in the fringe patterns. So, the extracted contour

s a close approximation of the true nodal region. The aim of comparing

he contours of mode shapes was to investigate if fibre waviness existed,

o the focus was on comparing the general shape of the nodal regions,

ot small variations along the contour. 

Rather than using intuition to select the number of Fourier descrip-

ors to use during decomposition, a new method was introduced in this

tudy to identify whether the contour is accurately represented. This
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Fig. 11. The 90 Fourier descriptors representing the original contour in 

Fig. 10 (top). The correlation matrix showing the Euclidean distances between 

the feature vectors for the four contours at the 4th mode in Fig. 10 and four 

contours processed using the same ways for the 2nd mode (bottom). 
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Fig. 12. The correlation matrices showing the pairwise comparisons of the con- 

tours for the 2nd mode (top), 4th mode (middle) and 5th mode (bottom) for the 

whole set of specimens. Each value in the box is the Euclidean distance calcu- 

lated between the feature vectors. 
ethod for selecting the appropriate number of Fourier descriptors is

hown in Figs. 8 and 9 . A reduction in the number of mismatched facets

s the number of Fourier descriptors was increased can be observed,

ntil there were no mismatched facets. Using the percentage of mis-

atched facets as a criterion for the acceptability of the reconstruction

s graphically straightforward and reliable. A heuristic approach was

pplied to identify the correct mesh density and threshold for the mis-

atched facets, which were chosen as 2% of the contour size and 10% of

he mismatched facets, respectively. As discussed previously, the focus

as to compare the general shapes of the nodal region, not the rough-

ess of the contours, therefore the chosen values were appropriate for

electing a minimum number of Fourier descriptors whilst ensuring a

easonable quality reconstruction. 

The reasons for using Fourier descriptors are: firstly, data dimen-

ionality was reduced from 10 3 points representing the contour to 10 1 

ourier descriptors; secondly, using the same number of Fourier descrip-

ors made the comparison easier; and thirdly, Fourier descriptors were

ound to be invariant to simple transformations of the contour. The con-

ours for modes of different specimens are composed of various numbers

f points from approximately 1200 to 1900, which makes direct com-

arison of contours difficult. Therefore, each contour was decomposed
8 
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nto 90 Fourier descriptors for easier comparison. Fourier descriptors in

his study were made rotation invariant by using the absolute value of

he terms, scale invariant by dividing each descriptor by |𝐹 1 |, and trans-

ation invariant by omitting the term 

|𝐹 0 ||𝐹 1 | . This invariance was verified

y decomposing the four contours at the 4th mode in Fig. 10 and four

ontours at the 2nd mode. The comparisons made in Fig. 11 show that

o matter which one of the three modifications is made to the original

ontour of the 2nd mode and the 4th mode, the Euclidean distances be-

ween the contours of either the 2nd mode or the 4th mode are small,

.e., less than 0.3. These invariance characteristics provide more flexi-

ility when performing the experiment. For example, if the camera po-

ition was changed or the attachment point of the stinger on the speci-

en moved when changing specimens, this would result in slightly dif-

erent fringe patterns. However, using the technique introduced in this

aper, the feature vector of the transformed fringe pattern would not

ignificantly change and thus comparisons could still be made. It could

lso simplify the comparison of fringe patterns from experiments with

imulated mode shapes, by eliminating the need to carefully align the

atasets prior to making comparisons. The Euclidean distance between

he contours of the 2nd mode and the 4th mode is three to four times

arger than that between the contours of either the 2nd mode or the

th mode, as shown in the correlation matrix in Fig. 11 . This indicates

hat the technique can also be used to distinguish different mode shapes

uantitatively. 

It has been shown that the existence of in-plane fibre waviness can

e identified by comparing the specific mode shapes. The Euclidean dis-

ance was used to assess the similarity between two contours represent-

ng the nodal regions in mode shapes. The contours for the 1st and the

rd mode shape of all the specimens appear to be largely horizontal

ines that lack significant features which can be used for comparison,

herefore no correlation matrices were generated for these two modes.

he ratio 𝑟 𝑖 quantifies the contrast between the defective and defect-

ree specimens in the correlation matrices in Fig. 12 . The value of 𝑟 𝑖 
ncreases as the vibration mode number increases, from 1.88 to 4.67,

nd then to 6.14 for the 2nd, 4th, and 5th mode respectively. This indi-

ates that the presence of fibre waviness has no significant effect on the

ontours for the 2nd mode. However, both the 4th mode and the 5th

ode show strong evidence that fibre waviness has a significant effect,

nd that the 5th mode is the most affected by waviness. The technique

ffers a high sensitivity that can discern differences between the fringe

atterns that are not obvious. This is because by manually observing

he fringe patterns for the 4th mode in Fig. 5 , the difference between

he defect-free and defective specimens is not noticeable. However, the

echnique still captured this minor difference and generate a distinct

orrelation matrix shown in Fig. 12 . The study represents an advance

ompared with earlier work [8] because, not only are the differences

n mode shapes caused by defects captured by AF-ESPI, but these dif-

erences are quantified. The technique is robust for identifying in-plane

aviness in carbon fibre reinforced laminates, which could be further

tilised as a quality inspection technique in industry for identifying de-

ective components. The technique could also be used to quantify the

everity of defects based on how much they change the mode shape of

 component. 

The timescales for acquiring resonant frequencies, obtaining fringe

atterns of mode shapes, and image processing are of the order of sec-

nds once the experimental set-up has been completed. Hammer-based

odal analysis was adopted in this study for simplicity; however, the

hole process of detection could be made into a fully automated system

y changing the excitation method from hammer-based to loudspeaker-

ased. Thus, the technique could be developed to be contact-free and

oost the detection efficiency further. Currently, the most commonly

sed non-destructive techniques for detecting fibre waviness are ultra-

onic C-scan [18] , eddy current testing [19] and X-ray computed to-

ography [20] . Ultrasonic C-scan and eddy current testing require the

ovement of probes to scan every region of a component to identify

he existence of defects, and the frequencies of the probes need to be
9 
hanged often to achieve the desired penetration depths in order to gen-

rate a 3D fibre orientation map. These procedures are time-consuming

nd thus unsuitable for fast on-site inspections. X-ray computed tomog-

aphy is not applicable for large components and special care needs to be

aken due to radiation risks. Additionally, the three techniques require

etailed knowledge and expertise for the analysis of the generated im-

ges to interpret whether the detected defects are critical. The technique

eveloped in this study cannot provide a full-scale image of a composite

eing inspected, but it is more efficient and reveals the overall effect

f waviness defects. More importantly, it can quantify the severities of

efects. Therefore, it is more suitable for establishing an acceptance or

ejection criterion for decision makers. 

. Conclusions 

A novel technique using AF-ESPI based modal analysis has been de-

eloped for identifying the existence of in-plane fibre waviness in carbon

bre reinforced laminates. Modal analysis was used to obtain the first

ve resonant frequencies, and the AF-ESPI technique was used to obtain

he fringe patterns representing the corresponding mode shapes. The

odal regions were extracted from the fringe patterns using a specially-

eveloped algorithm incorporating DBSCAN. Fourier descriptors were

sed to reduce data dimensionality and quantify the difference between

ontours of the nodal regions. A method for selecting an appropriate

umber of Fourier descriptors to represent a contour by a feature vec-

or was also introduced, which can provide the minimum number such

hat the nodal region is acceptably represented. The method is based on

hresholding the percentage of mismatched facets, which is graphically

traightforward and robust. The contours of the nodal regions were com-

ared by calculating the Euclidean distance between pairwise feature

ectors, which showed that higher vibration modes can be used for iden-

ifying the presence of fibre waviness. This technique could be used for

uality assurance of composite components after they have been manu-

actured. 
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